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Halachah Talk Column Parshas Va’eschanan 5782 

Yated Neeman US Edition 

 

The Mitzvah of Shevisas Behemto 

 

In the Aseres Hadibros, which we will hear this Shabbos, we are commanded 

concerning observing Shabbos. The Torah specifies that everyone must keep Shabbos 

– you, your children, your slaves and your animals (Devarim 5:14). Although the 

actual source of shevisas behemto, making sure one’s animals do not perform 

Shabbos melachah, is found elsewhere, the fact that we are reviewing the mitzvah of 

Shabbos observance this week is a good opportunity to study this fascinating topic. 

 

Two Related Concepts 

When it comes to animals performing melachah on Shabbos, there are two related 

concepts that need to be discussed: 

1) Shevisas behemto – there is a mitzvas aseih, a positive commandment, to ensure 

that one’s animal does not perform melachah on Shabbos. This is based on the pasuk: 

“Six days you shall do your work, and on the seventh day you shall desist, so that 

your ox and donkey may be at ease and your slavewoman’s son and the stranger may 

be refreshed” (Shemos 23:12) [see Yerushalmi Shabbos 5:3; Rambam, Hilchos 

Shabbos 20:1]. 

2) The pasuk states: “But the seventh day is Shabbos to Hashem, your G-d; you shall 

not do any work – you and your son and your daughter, your slave and your 

maidservant, and your animal, and your convert, within your gates” (Shemos 20:10).  

Aside from the fact that this pasuk prohibits us from performing melachah on 

Shabbos, Chazal (Shabbos 153b) also derive the prohibition against “mechamer.” 

(We will explain this term shortly.) They derive this from the wording of the pasuk, 

“you shall not do any work – you… and your animal,” which they took to mean work 

done by the person and the animal together. This refers to mechamer, where the 

person causes the animal to work (Mishnah Berurah 266:7). 

Although the classic case of mechamer is when one has placed a load on the animal 

and the person walks behind it causing it to walk and transport the load for him on 

Shabbos, we will see that mechamer applies to any situation where the animal is 

performing a Shabbos melachah because its master is causing it to do so (see Orchos 

Shabbos, vol. III, Introduction to chap. 31). 

 

Not a Separate Mitzvah 

Several Acharonim (Minchas Chinuch 32:39; Pri Megadim, Pesichah Lehilchos 

Shabbos #10) raise the question why the Rambam did not count the mitzvah of 

shevisas behemto as one of the Taryag Mitzvos. (Concerning the prohibition against 

mechamer, the Magid Mishnah [Hilchos Shabbos 20:1] explains that the reason the 

Rambam does not count that is because it is included in the general prohibition against 

performing melachah on Shabbos.) 
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Some explain that the answer lies in the wording of the pasuk: “Six days you shall do 

your work, and on the seventh day you shall desist, so that your ox and donkey may 

be at ease…” The phrase, “so that your ox and donkey may be at ease” is not a 

separate commandment that they should not do work. Rather, it is included in the 

general mitzvah placed on the person at the beginning of the pasuk: “and on the 

seventh day you shall desist.” In other words, included in his desisting from work is to 

make sure that his animals also do not perform any melachah (Toras Ha’aretz [Rav 

Moshe Kleirs], vol. I, 6:35). 

 

Reason for the Mitzvah 

The reason why there is a mitzvah to ensure that one’s animals do not perform 

Shabbos melachah is because a Jew’s animal has kedushah, sanctity. That kedushah 

demands that it desist from melachah (see Rashi, Bechoros 2a, s.v. meisi lah). 

 

Not Just Shabbos 

The prohibition of mechamer and the mitzvah of shevisas behemto are not limited to 

Shabbos, but are in effect on Yom Kippur and Yom Tov as well (Biur Halachah 611:2, 

s.v. kol; Mishnah Berurah 246:19). 

 

Mechamer 

Let us now examine the halachos of mechamer. 

The prohibition of mechamer (as well as the mitzvah of shevisas behemto) applies to 

any member of the animal kingdom: both domesticated and non-domesticated 

animals, fowl and sea creatures. It is also applies to all creatures regardless of whether 

they belong to the person performing the act of mechamer, or are owned by another 

Jew or even by a non-Jew, and it applies to animals that are hefker, ownerless (Biur 

Halachah, 246:3, s.v. shevisas; Mishnah Berurah 266:1 and 8; Mishnah Berurah 

305:1; Chayei Adam 58:1). 

(Please note that for the purposes of this discussion, whenever we mention “animal,” 

we are referring to any member of the animal kingdom.) 

Although we have said that when it comes to mechamer, it makes no difference who 

owns the animal, it should be noted that when the animal is owned by a Jew (whether 

his or belonging to someone else), whenever the person transgresses mechamer, 

shevisas behemto will be transgressed as well as well (Mishnah Berurah 266:1). 

The act of mechamer is to “drive” the animal, i.e., make it go. As far as the 

prohibition is concerned, it is irrelevant how this is accomplished, whether by using a 

stick, one’s hand or merely by making a sound. If through any of these methods, the 

creature performs one of the thirty-nine forbidden forms of Shabbos melachah, the 

person has transgressed mechamer (Mishnah Berurah 266:7; Kalkeles Shabbos, 

Shevisas Behemto #2; Ketzos Hashulchan 118, Badei Hashulchan #27). 

 

Shevisas Behemto 

Let us now examine the parameters of shevisas behemto. 
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The obligation of shevisas behemto is that a person must ensure that his animal does 

not perform any of the thirty-nine forms of Shabbos melachah (Shemiras Shabbos 

Kehilchasah 27:3; Orchos Shabbos 31:2). 

Concerning animals owned in partnership with a non-Jew and the non-Jewish partner 

wants to use the animal on Shabbos, there are situations where it is permissible and 

situations where it is forbidden. The details of these arrangements are beyond the 

scope of this article (see Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 246:5). 

Even if the animal starts the melachah before Shabbos begins and continues without 

human intervention once Shabbos begins, there is still an obligation for its owner to 

make sure that the animal ceases this activity (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 246:1; 

Shemiras Shabbos Kehilchasah 27:3). 

 

Torah Prohibitions vs. Rabbinic Injunctions 

The prohibition against mechamer and the mitzvah of shevisas behemto are definitely 

relevant to melachah activities which, if performed by a Jew on Shabbos, would 

transgress a Torah prohibition. For example, the melachah of charishah, plowing. 

Since it is forbidden by Torah Law for a Jew to plow a field on Shabbos in 

preparation for planting, if an animal were to do it, mechamer and shevisas behemto 

would be violated. 

However, concerning activities which are forbidden to a Jew only by rabbinic 

injunction, there is much discussion in Halachic Literature whether mechamer and 

shevisas behemto apply if they were performed by an animal. This discussion begins 

by comparing two passages in the Gemara: 

1) The Gemara (Shabbos 153b) discusses meleches hotzo’ah, transporting an object 

from one domain to another. In order to transgress this melachah, one must pick up an 

item in one domain, i.e., his house, transfer it to another domain, i.e., the street, and 

put it down. If two people perform this together, i.e., one picks up an item inside and 

takes it out, and a second person takes it from the first person’s hand and puts it down, 

each has transgressed a rabbinic injunction. The Gemara states that if one makes use 

of an animal to perform only half the melachah, it is completely permissible. We see 

from this Gemara that mechamer and shevisas behemto do not apply when it comes to 

a rabbinic injunction. 

2) Another Gemara (Pesachim 66b) discusses how they would transport the shechitah 

knife to the Beis Hamikdash on Shabbos in order to slaughter the Korban Pesach. The 

Gemara states that they would insert it into the fleece of the animal and walk it 

through the streets of the city. The Gemara wonders why this did not transgress the 

prohibition against mechamer. This act did not transgress a Torah prohibition because 

it was considered to be carrying in an unusual manner (kilacher yad) and therefore 

prohibited only miderabbanan. We thus see from this Gemara that the prohibition of 

mechamer does apply even when a rabbinic injunction is being transgressed. 

There is much discussion as to how to resolve the apparent contradiction between 

these two passages. A good starting point to follow up on this issue is Orchos 

Shabbos 31:6, footnote #13. 
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For its own Pleasure 

If an animal performs one of the thirty-nine Shabbos melachos for its own pleasure, 

its owner is under no obligation to make sure that it does not do the melachah. For 

example, it is permissible to allow the animal to graze in a field even though it will 

uproot and eat the vegetation that grows there, which is a Shabbos melachah. The 

reason for this is because the entire premise of shevisas behemto is the pasuk, “so that 

your ox and donkey may be at ease.” If it would be necessary to prevent the animal 

from grazing and eating, that is not considered being “at ease” but rather “in distress” 

(Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 324:13; Mishnah Berurah 324:33, citing Mechilta). 

 

For the Animal’s Protection 

In this section, we will be discussing allowing an animal to go outdoors while wearing 

something. For the purposes of this discussion, “outdoors” refers to any location 

where it is forbidden for a Jew to carry on Shabbos, whether according to Torah Law 

or rabbinic injunction. (This is according to those opinions mentioned earlier that it is 

forbidden to allow an animal to perform an act forbidden miderabbanan.) 

An interesting exception to the mitzvah of shevisas behemto vis-a-vis carrying is in an 

area called a chatzeir she’einah meureves. This refers to a completely enclosed 

courtyard or backyard that is jointly owned. Normally, in order for a Jew to be able to 

carry there on Shabbos, an eiruv chatzeiros has to be set up. In the case of an animal, 

however, it is allowed to carry in such an area even without the benefit of the eiruv 

chatzeiros (Mishnah Berurah 305:43). 

Included in the mitzvah of shevisas behemto is making sure that one’s animal does not 

go outdoors on Shabbos while either carrying or wearing something that is 

halachically considered to be a “load.” This is true even if the “load” was on the 

animal from before Shabbos (ibid; Biur Halachah 305:11, s.v. upokeik; Shulchan 

Aruch, Orach Chayim 266:1). 

What is considered a “load” and therefore forbidden for the animal to carry or wear? 

A “load” is any item not needed for the animal’s normal protection or well-being. 

However, anything that is needed for this purpose is no different than an article of 

clothing worn by a person, and it is permissible to allow the animal to go outdoors 

with it (Mishnah Berurah 305:1). 

What is included in the “normal protection” of an animal? These include: 

1) Anything that protects it from the cold (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 305:7-8). 

2) Anything that would protect it from some type of distress or pain (ibid. #11 and 

Mishnah Berurah #22). 

3) Items which prevent it from running away or getting lost (Shulchan Aruch ibid. #1 

and 4). 

4) Items which keep its fleece clean (ibid. #6 and Mishnah Berurah #22). 

However, items which ensure that the animal does not damage, e.g., a muzzle so that 

it does not bite or eat food that belongs to others, is not included in the animal’s 

normal protection and cannot be worn outside on Shabbos (Shulchan Aruch ibid. #11 

and 17). 
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Walking a Dog 

Although these halachos apply to any animal which requires a leash, since the most 

common application is walking a dog, we will discuss that case. Since the dog’s 

owner does not want his pet to run away or run into the street, a dog collar and leash 

are considered the normal protection for the animal and it is therefore permissible to 

allow the dog to wear these items outdoors on Shabbos. However, one must be careful 

of the following points: 

1) When holding the leash in one’s hand, he should be careful not to allow more than 

one tefach (approximately 3.5 inches) of leash to protrude from beneath his fist. The 

reason for this is because if it protrudes more than a tefach, it appears as if he is 

carrying it (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 305:16). 

2) The one walking the animal must be careful that the leash which extends from the 

animal to the person’s hand should be sufficiently taut that it not come within a tefach 

of the ground. If the leash is within a tefach of the ground, it appears to be needlessly 

worn by the animal and the animal is carrying it (ibid. and Mishnah Berurah #51). 

3) When putting the leash (or collar) on the animal on Shabbos, one should be careful 

not to lean on the animal. This is because it is forbidden to make use of an animal on 

Shabbos, and leaning on it is a form of using it (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 

305:1; Mishnah Berurah 305:14 and 32). 

 

Dog Tags 

Although it is permissible to allow the dog to go out with a collar and a leash as they 

function as a normal protection for the animal, the same is not true concerning dog 

tags which are suspended from or attached to the collar. Even though the tags contain 

important information as to whom its owner is and other such details, they are not 

considered as a normal protection for the animal and considered to be a load 

(Shemiras Shabbos Kehilchasah 27:9). 

 

Service Animals 

There is a concept nowadays called “service animals.” This refers to specially trained 

animals that can perform simple tasks for their human masters who are challenged in 

various aspects and find difficulty in doing these tasks on their own. When the animal 

does not perform any forbidden form of Shabbos melachah, there is no issue of 

making use of these animals on Shabbos. In addition, when these animals are trained 

to “sound the alarm” when they sense that their human master is in some type of 

distress, this is also not a problem. 

However, there are cases of service animals trained to perform Shabbos melachos in 

order to assist their masters, such as turning lights on or off when the master indicates 

that it should do so. The question was discussed over a hundred years ago by Rav 

Tzvi Pesach Frank, as well as by more contemporary authorities. They rule that 

whenever an animal performs an act that transgresses a Shabbos melachah, the Jewish 

master transgresses mechamer and shevisas behemto (Shu”t Har Tzvi, Orach Chayim, 

vol. I, #174; Shu”t Teshuvos Vehanhagos, vol. III, #101). 
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Seeing-eye Dogs 

As far as the use of the seeing-eye dog on Shabbos for the blind person to navigate, it 

is completely permissible. Therefore, if the blind person wishes to go with the dog to 

a place where there is an eiruv and it is permissible to carry, he may do so. (There is a 

discussion in the poskim whether a seeing-eye dog is muktzah, but that is not our 

topic.) 

The halachic issue involving the seeing-eye dog is the fact that, aside from the collar 

and leash which are permissible items as they are for the protection of the dog, the 

dog is also wearing a harness and a handle. These latter items are not for the dog’s 

benefit, but rather to make it possible for its blind master to be guided. Therefore, 

some poskim maintain that it is forbidden to take the dog into the public domain that 

does not have an eiruv, as doing so transgresses mechamer and shevisas behemto 

(Orchos Shabbos, vol. III, 31:17; Shemiras Shabbos Kehilchasah, chap. 18, end of 

footnote #62, citing Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach). 

There are some poskim who permit going outdoors with a seeing-eye dog on Shabbos, 

but their reasons are beyond the scope of this article (see Shu”t Lev Aryeh, vol. II, #2 

and Chazon Ovadyah, Shabbos, vol. III, page 124). 

It should be noted that this writer has seen several contemporary works that point to a 

responsum of Rav Moshe Feinstein (Shu”t Igros Moshe, Orach Chayim, vol. I, #45, 

s.v. lachein) and claim that Rav Moshe permitted using a seeing-eye dog on Shabbos. 

That responsum discusses whether it is appropriate for a blind person to bring his 

seeing-eye dog into shul. Although it is implied that he may do so on Shabbos and 

Yom Tov as well, in my humble opinion, we cannot extrapolate that Rav Moshe 

permitted going into a public domain with a seeing-eye dog. He was not discussing 

that aspect of the question and it is quite possible that Rav Moshe was not told that the 

seeing-eye dog might be carrying something forbidden outside of an eiruv. 

 

More than a “Day of Rest” 

We see from the pesukim concerning the mitzvos of shevisas behemto and mechamer, 

that it is insufficient for the Jew to merely make sure that he himself observes 

Shabbos. Rather, he must ensure that his children, his servants and his animals do 

likewise. If Shabbos was merely a “day of rest,” i.e., a day during which we have the 

opportunity to “recover” from the toil of the other six days of the week, why is it 

incumbent on the Jew to make sure that his entire household – including the animals – 

keep Shabbos? If Shabbos is just a day off, so let each household member decide what 

is best for him. 

Rather, we see from these pesukim that this is not the case. Shabbos is more than just 

a “sleep day.” Rather, Shabbos is a day of growing closer to Hashem, and basking in 

His Presence. In order to accomplish this, a person’s entire environment – children, 

servants and animals, all have to observe Shabbos. 
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